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Game Changing
Portable Radiography
We’ve designed a compact system that allows
hand surgeons to take x-ray images without
the dedicated physical space or electrical power
required for a conventional x-ray machine.
More impressively, AiRTouch can acquire
images and wirelessly transmit to PACS via
the on-board workstation.

AiRTouch is a solution that fits your workspace — no matter
what size. The wireless and battery-operated system means
no floor space is taken up with a traditional radiographic
system. Unlike other portable x-ray systems, AiRTouch
can acquire images directly to the device, allowing hand
surgeons to review the image first, and then wirelessly
transmit images to a review PC via the built-in workstation.
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Device Features
hand strap

two usb ports

Hand Strap for ease of use,
supporting AiRTouch’s
5.5lb lightweight

Used for powering peripheral
devices and the laser component

ethernet port

7”

Used for connecting
exposure hand switch

touch screen display

High Definition 7”
touch screen display

Maximize day-to-day efficiency
with industry-leading battery
performance

Wireless and compact
design
charging port
Simple battery charging —
plugs directly into a residential
120V outlet

requires minimal space and
accommodations

Begin operation immediately
with seamlessly integrated software
solution and built-in workstation

Minimize radiation

No installation or additional
equipment required

to patient and operator with
lowest possible dose

allows for maximized efficiency and
productivity
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AiRTouch Hard Case
what’s included
AiRTouch with Windows 10 Accessories
Carrying Case
Laser Light
Hand Switch
Battery Charger
Collimator
Bluetooth Mouse
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Hand X-Ray Applications
All-in-one solution that can acquire, display and transmit
images using built in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capabilities for
maximized efficiency and seamless workflow.
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Technical Information
aspen imaging is offering a

5-Year Warranty
on the DR detector and software!

X-ray Tube & X-ray
generator
High frequency, 100kHz
Monoblock x-ray generator
integrated into system
Model: Toshiba D 081B
0.8mm focal spot

All-In-One PC
Windows PC integrated
into the device
Pre-Loaded Aspen Imaging
Healthcare DR Software
Direct image transfer to
Storage Medium (PACS,
Email, Printer, etc)

Technique
Fixed; 60kV 2mA
0.03~1.30 Seconds Available
(Selectable by Operator)

About Aspen Imaging
Vieworks Panel and AiRTouch are
optimized to produce the best
images using our ultra-low dose
imaging technique.

Aspen Imaging Healthcare is a Texas-based Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) providing complete imaging solutions for x-ray distributors and custom
designed, private-labeled solutions for OEMs across the Americas.
Founded in 2015, Aspen Imaging has become one of the fastest growing
Medical Imaging companies with offices in the United States, Canada, Mexico
and South Korea.

vieworks cesium panel sizes
10x12

14x17

17x17

for a list of compatible software and flat panels, please contact aspen imaging

sales@aspenstate.com
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